
Thought Leadership

(350K employees).  
According to Forbes is the 43rd 
largest company in the world.

Leandro  
Agro

Design Leader 
IxD/UX expert, IoT pioneer, patent contributor, books author. 
Creating and nurturing design teams since 2000.

Exponential Technologies Director (Spatial/Immersive)

Executive Digital Director 

Global Director, UX Principal 

I love to create, nurture, grow and scale design teams. I have done it multiple 
times, usually in a tech environment. I led the development of the first smartphone 
UX/UI ever (3G); I contributed to patents (eye-tracking, mobile and video). I leveraged 
design thinking for +10y. My dream is to design intelligent, transparent and human-
centric tech: because Star Trek is inevitable and we are here to build it.

In the last few years, the team and the products became what mattered to me. I am super proud of our 
achievement, including the most recent COMPASSO D'ORO (won by DGI, 30 years after their last one).

LUMSA Vatican (2020), Singularity Summit Turin (2018), Richmond IT Director Forum 
(2013), TEDMED live (2012), TEDx (2011), World Usability Day (2009), UXCON (2009, 
2011), Birds of a Feather at ETech (2008), World Business Forum & BayCHI (2007) 
https://grupobcc.com/en/speakers/leandro-agro/

I've dedicated 18 months to bringing to life 
Cokoon and LIVE DECK, its authoring tool.  

Cokoon "Immersive experiences for business" 
is a transformative technology to reinvent 
workplaces. Together with the team I hired, we 
shaped the identity of the product: from the 
ontology to the product naming, from the design 
system to each UI component. I navigated 
corporate and technology dependencies and 
we delivered on time.

With our work, we reshaped 
most of the everyday office 
habits: Each meeting became a 
performance, and offices 
evolves into theatres. 
 

I also published a novel design 
thinking radar that help to 
categorize and compare 
experiences according 7 axes 
(time, space, etc).

linkedin.com/in/leeander

leeander@gmail.com 
(415) 7676707 
Palo Alto, CA 

NEW YORK TIMES WIRED MAGAZINE TECH GARAGE ADI INDEX WEB AWARDSVENICE BIENNALE  
of ARCHITECTURETop 10 Internet of Things 

Products (2009)
12 Best Italian  

Innovators (2009)
Clean & Green Award  

(2010)
Compasso D’Oro 
Selected (2012)

Healthcare standard of 
excellence (2012)2050 Visionary (2010)

Managing Design Teams 
(up to 50pp) since 2010

NTT Disruption 
San Francisco, CA  
2020 - Today

DGI Corp. 
Palo Alto, CA 
2018 - 2020 Design Ops: Distribuited, International team

Design Ops: Distribuited, International team

From Inventions to Products

Digital Health Projects

DGI Corp. 
Milano, Italy 
2014 - 2018

RAZORFISH 
HEALTHWARE 
Milano, Italy 
Philadelphia 
2011 - 2013

I was responsible for the digital footprint brought 
by DGI in all its products. I hired DGI’s “digital 
team” from scratch to +20 people and led 
this unit until it become the larger and most 
profitable one (3 years of organic growth). I 
also promoted specific design habits and 
ideated workshops and tools to boost the 
design thinking practice.

I served as global design leader at Razorfish 
Healthware (PHCG). In that role, I streamlined a 
multi-cultural 50+ people team spread in 
various countries in the EU and the USA.  

Our team delivered projects 
and products for top players 
like PepsiCo, 3M, ABB working 
side by side for more than 
10y. While in CA, I managed the 
design of fog computing 
hardware, A.I. based search 
engine, and a robot.  

My team and I collected a series 
of deals (AZ, Sanofi, Helsinn, 
Jansen), launched an award 
winning spin-off product.  
(Videum: health in any language).

leeander.com/portfolio

Speaker 100+ events, 
175K slideshare views  
(3 times presentation of the day)


https://www.linkedin.com/in/leeander/
https://www.leeander.com/portfolio


leeander.com/portfolio

Milano, Italy 
Boston, USA 
2000-2010

State of Mind 
1997-Today

How I became a 
technology designer

My mentoring 
sandbox

Patents  
Contributions

Give Back

Emerging Technologies Explorer

Surfing big ideas

After creating the very first real-time Italian News website, I spent 3y in a premier Italian 
design agency (When I joined, we were eight people. I left the company with +50, 
managing most of them directly). Later I founded my own UX consultancy company 
(Altoprofilo: 100+ people, Milan, Boston); We designed pioneering mobile & TV tech. I 
covered both the role of President of the Company while managing a team of 35 
people directly as CCO. Afterward, I focused on developing digital products working 
on projects related to Eye-tracking, A.R., and natural language-based Assistants.  
I contributed to a few IPs during those years and defined new HCI standards for 
special users groups.



This decade consolidated me as a team leader, technology designer, and users’ advocate.

In 2008 I started WideTag: my own IoT company in CA. I designed a “social” new way 
to save energy and other environmentally friendly IoT projects. This venture was a 
real media magnet but the time to market was terribly wrong.  A few time later I co-
founded TOK.tv (sport social network). As Design Principal I led concept and design of 
the entire product. I designed a successful “sound carousel” and patented the “social 
selfie”. TOK.tv raised 6.1 MM USD, gained 40MM users and in 2019 was acquired 
by Minerva Network. After I moved to CA, it became natural to be a mentor/advisor 
for a few californian startups. Following this path I helped Fyberloom (post-desktop 
AI based metaphor) and Multiply Labs (Robots making precision medicine) 

In 2005 I co-founded Frontiers Conference (Italy, Germany, USA, Emirates). I am 
responsible for the event’s format design and content direction. The over 200 speakers’ 
list we brought on stage includes R. Saul Wurman (TED, Founder), B. Sterling (SCI-FI 
author), S. Brand (Stay hungry, stay foolish), D. Crane (Activision, Founder). This venture 
is still active in Healthcare. I also give lectures in Italian universities and design schools.

REMOTELY SYNCHRONIZE DIGITAL DATA 
US 10,674,191 (2020)   

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT REAL-TIME EMOTIONS 
US 11/617,150  (2008) 

Books Futuri Possibili, Ed. Giunti (2022) 
Digital Entrepreneur, Ed. Franco Angeli (2016)

Digital Media and HCI, Ed. Aracne (2015)

Reflections from the Future, Skira (2014)

WeEconomy, Ed. Baldini Castoldi (2011)

Stazione Futuro, Ed. Com. Italia 150 (2011)

Interaction Design Experience, Ed. Franco Angeli (2007) 
Link. Idee per la televisione, Ed. RTI (2007)

Content Management, Ed. Apogeo (2002)



I have published two books in Italian + almost 
completed my first English book. I contributed 
to a few other books between 2002 and 2022.

I contributed to two US Patents, four european 
patents, and a series of software copyright.

IoT Designer 
Publisher: Franco Angeli (2008)  

Internet of Humans 
Publisher: Egea (2017)

Born to Design My family had a furniture store and a building automation company. I grew up 
surrounded by the most outstanding Italian design. I started carving pixels at 14 on a 
Commodore, and I am still making my star wars models, 3D printing, and painting it.

https://amzn.to/2Dl29km%20

PCT/EP2007/061337, PCT/EP2005/050530, 
PCT/IB2005/001711, PCT/EP2005/055636

Studies
Interaction Design Master Course, Domus Academy, Milan (’97). As a student, I won 
the selection for the Apple design project. Bachelor of Science Degree in Digital 
Communication Design, New York City College of Technology (Credential Equivalency).  
IoT Product Management Course (2019) at Stanford University Continuing Studies.  
Training week at Singularity University.

https://www.leeander.com/portfolio
https://amzn.to/2Dl29km%20


Office as a Theather (2021-2022)

Saving Lifes with a portable EKG device

ABB to FOG 

A robot to defeat Covid-19 (Milan, 2016-2018)

Industrial A.R.

Full body animated “intelligent” Virtual Assistants

How design helped patients to live a better life  

Designing the first 3G smartphones’ UX ever 

Together with my team, we prototyped technologies to transform 
office habits. We created places that embody your ideas; Immerse 
your audience in the presentation; Activate people attention 
making them free to move into a visually memorable space.

This project is a Compasso d’Oro winner and a case study I 
brough on Singularity University. Splitting the “detection” from the 
diagnosys is the core of the design. Tested in african communities, 
this device actually saved lifes.

I spend about 4 years embedded to ABB IoT and digital 
services modernization. I applied this experience to the design of 
the very first Fog Computing Node, built by a californian startup.

My last project @DGI was an elegant (big) UltraViolet Radiation 
robot to clean hotel rooms from viruses and bacteria. We ideated 
a smart-contract solution to ensure that hotels pay as they go. 

As Partner of the Italo-Chinese startup Joinpad.net, I was involved 
in designing Augmented Reality remote assistance solutions 
for the industrial sector. 

Mixed Reality Events
I have spent years creating worlds in SecondLife. I designed a 
mixed reality format for events: John Maeda was among the guest 
star. Some of my SL’s projects got press and books mentions.   

I created and led a team of designers to create a full-body 3D 
animated synthetic character to engage users, troubleshooting, 
rooting calls, or walk to SecondLife. Part of the AI is patented. 

I spent 3 years discovering how human beings explore visual stimuli 
and pay attention to the world, crafting brand new interaction 
techniques that allow people to use computers through their eye-
gaze. This discovery led to assistive devices that helped 
thousands of MS/ALS patients. I also contributed to eye-tracking 
based IPs for consumer mobile TV.

While I was co-founder and Chief Creative Officer in AltoProfilo 
(+100 people, Milan and Boston), my team had the chance to 
design the first UX/UI and service map for H3G and contributed to 
bringing modern “smartphones” to life.

Spatial Computing

Internet of Things

A.R./VR/XR

Eye-Tracking

Mobile

While Virtual Assistants 
walks to the Metaverse, 
A.R. steps to the 
factory field.

“Connected Objects are 
Natural born storytellers”  
(Leandro Agro: IxDA, Helsinky) 
https://interaction16.ixda.org/
speakers/leandro-agro/index.html

Once in a Life opportunity to 
design a basic interaction 
tecnique.

Once in a Life opportunity to 
design a basic interaction 
tecnique.

Love, IoT & Robots. 
Spreading SPIMEs, CO2 
and noise monitoring on 
planet Earth, infusing a 
fragment of soul in any 
connected object.

Business as (un)usual

crossroads

leeander.com/portfolio “Everything you can imagine is real” 

https://www.leeander.com/portfolio

